
The Trusted Choice.

BLACKGREENBLUE

ecochoicewindows.ca



Windows
Our signature energy 
saving windows, which 
are specially engineered 
for the Canadian
climate, have earned 
the Energy Star® Most 
Efficient rating.

Patio 
Doors
Our patio doors blend 
functionality with a 
diverse range of styles, 
all equipped with 
high-quality hardware 
to guarantee enduring 
performance for years 
to come.
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Entry 
Doors
Our Canadian-made 
entry doors are not 
only modern but also 
fully customizable, 
backed by our 
warranty for your 
peace of mind.
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For 16 years, Eco Choice Windows & Doors has been The Trusted Choice in quality window and door 
installations across the province. We’re not just experts, we’re your neighbours dedicated to your comfort 
and satisfaction. With exceptional craftsmanship and a commitment to sustainability, choosing us means 
joining a long line of happy customers. Experience the Eco Choice difference today.

Eco Choice Windows & Doors is a premier supplier and installer of high-quality windows and doors. 
With our extensive knowledge, experience, and expertise, we can recommend the ideal windows 
and doors to meet your needs. In essence, we provide 
top-quality products, expertly installed, and designed 
to enhance your home’s energy efficiency.

Our ENERGY STAR 
qualified Windows 
and Doors exceed 
strict technical 
standards for 
energy efficiency 
in Canada.

BLACKGREENBLUE

At Eco Choice Windows 
and Doors we strive 

for your  complete 
satisfaction  everyday.
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Handles Our Extreme Canadian Climate Beautifully.

1. Streamlined Design: Lower profile sash 
maximizes glass surface area, offering a slimmer 
frame for increased light, expansive views, and 
improved visibility.

2. Enhanced Insulation: With a frame profile of 4 
9/16” compared to the standard 3 ¼”, our windows 
feature extra thermal pockets, boosting overall 
performance and energy efficiency.

3. Pure Material: Crafted from 100% Virgin UPVC 
(Unplasticized Poly Vinyl Chloride), our windows 
undergo a chemical process to remove impurities, 
resulting in the purest form of vinyl with vibrant, 
long-lasting colours

4. Improved Sound Insulation: The deeper 
frame profile enhances sound insulation, 
ensuring a quieter and more peaceful indoor 
environment.

5. Modern Aesthetics: Our updated profile 
offers a contemporary look compared to traditional 
beveled edge profiles, enhancing the visual appeal 
of your home.

6. Superior Performance: The ultimate 
insulating glass (IG) spacer, Super Spacer Premi-
um Plus is a silicone warm-edge foam spacer with 
integrally incorporated desiccant, featuring a flexi-
ble matrix that works together with a vapor barrier 
and secondary sealant to keep moisture out and 
argon gas in. It offers a narrow, 1/4” sightline for 
high-quality aesthetics.

Slim Frame 
For Bigger Views. 



• Canadian-made premium 100%  
   lead-free UPVC virgin vinyl.

• Highest number of internal air
  chambers for maximum efficiency,
  sound reduction, and strength.

•Triple seal for maximum air and
  water tightness.

• Available in 3 1/4” or 4 9/16” frame 
  systems.

• Casement window opens to 90
  degrees for easy cleaning and in
  creased ventilation.

• Dual and triple-pane glass options.

• EZ Screen System with one-touch
  push-down screen.

• Enhanced security thanks to 
  premium ROTO Locking Systems.

• Corner Drive Locking System 
  for MAX draft seal  (optional).
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Our Windows 
Come With 
Advanced 

Draft Guard 
Technology

ECO CHOICE Difference:

CLASSIC

AVAILABLE IN CLASSIC AND 
ENERGIMAX FRAME STYLES

CASEMENT
Casement windows are hinged on one side and open 
outward like a door, typically operated by a crank 
or lever mechanism. This design allows for easy 
opening and closing with a simple turn of the handle. 
Casement windows provide excellent ventilation and 
a clear, unobstructed view when fully open. 

SCAN FOR 
CASEMENT
VIDEO 



Awning windows have one sash that opens outward at an angle. They’re a typical fixture 
in basements and above kitchen sinks, but you can place them anywhere in your home. 
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• Canadian-made premium 100%  
   lead-free UPVC virgin vinyl.

• Highest number of internal air
  chambers for maximum efficiency,
  sound reduction, and strength.

•Triple seal for maximum air and
  water tightness.

• Available in 3 1/4” or 4 9/16” frame   
  systems.

• Dual and triple-pane glass options.

• EZ Screen System with one-touch
  push-down screen.

• Enhanced security thanks to
  premium ROTO locking systems.

AWNING

AVAILABLE IN CLASSIC AND 
ENERGIMAX FRAME STYLES

CLASSIC

SCAN FOR 
AWNING
VIDEO 
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Picture windows and fixed casement windows are non-operational windows that enhance 
a space by offering clear, unobstructed views and abundant natural light. Fixed casement 
windows are often paired with operable casement windows to maintain a cohesive aesthetic. 

FIXED

AVAILABLE IN CLASSIC AND 
ENERGIMAX FRAME STYLES

Our Windows 
Feature Triple 
Sealed Vinyl 

Window Frames

ECO CHOICE Difference:
• Canadian-made premium 
  100%  lead-free UPVC 
  virgin vinyl.

• Highest number of 
  internal air chambers for 
  maximum efficiency, 
  sound reduction, and   
  strength.

Picture Window Fixed Casement (High Profile)

• Triple seal for maximum  
   air and water tightness.

• 3 1/4” or 4 9/16” frame 
  systems.

• Dual and triple-pane 
  glass options.

• Slimmer profile system.

CLASSIC
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• Canadian-made premium 100% lead-free
   UPVC virgin vinyl.

• Highest number of internal air chambers
  for maximum efficiency, sound reduction,
  and strength.

•Triple seal for maximum air and
  water tightness.

• Available in 3 1/4” or 4 9/16” frame systems.

• Dual and triple-pane glass options.

• Tilt or Lift system for easy cleaning.

Single and double-hung windows are two common types of windows found in many traditional 
homes. Single-hung windows have two sashes, with the bottom one being movable while the 
top one remains fixed. Double-hung windows, on the other hand, have two sashes that are 
both movable, this offers greater flexibility in ventilation and allows for easier cleaning since 
both sashes can be tilted inward for access to the exterior glass surfaces

HUNG  SINGLE/
 DOUBLE 

DOUBLE HUNGSINGLE HUNG
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• Canadian-made premium 100% lead-free
  UPVC virgin vinyl.

• Highest number of internal air chambers
  for maximum efficiency, sound reduction,
  and strength.

•Triple seal for maximum air and
  water tightness.

• Available in 3 1/4” or 4 9/16” frame 
  systems.

• Dual and triple-pane glass options.

• Tilt or Lift system for easy cleaning

Single slider windows feature one movable sash that slides horizontally along a track that 
can be opened for cleaning, while the other remains fixed. Double slider windows, on the 
other hand, have two movable sashes that slide horizontally, providing greater flexibility 
in ventilation and cleaning. Both sashes can be opened, allowing for improved airflow and 
versatility in directing breezes.

SLIDER

DOUBLE SLIDER

SINGLE SLIDER

  SINGLE/
 DOUBLE 
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Tilt and turn windows typically consist of a single sash that can be opened in two different ways, 
controlled by the position of the handle. When the handle is turned 90 degrees, the window can be 
swung open like a casement window. Alternatively, when the handle is turned 180 degrees, the top 
of the window tilts inward, allowing for secure ventilation.

• Contemporary slim design

• 6-chamber profile system

• Steel reinforced 76mm frame

• Centre seal system for added 
   thermal insulation

• Available in double or triple 
  pane glass

TILT & TURN

• 3 levels of waterproofing for 
  greater safety and thermal 
  insulation

• Integrated anti-burglary 
  protection thanks to the 
  safetec inside system: the 
  central reinforcement not only 
  improves insulation, but also 

prevents break-ins.

• Safety glass One Window
Two Openings

ECO CHOICE Tilt & Turn

SCAN FOR 
TILT & TURN 
VIDEO 
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Both Bay and Bow Windows offer several advantages:

Bay and Bow windows are architectural features that not 
only enhance the appearance of a home but also provide 
practical benefits such as increased natural light, addition-
al space, and improved ventilation. Whether you prefer 
the angular elegance of bay windows or the graceful 
curve of bow windows, both options offer unique charm 
and functionality to any living space.

Bay windows have angular lines and typically consist of a large picture window and two smaller 
operable windows on either side. Bow windows are curved, containing four to six glass sections 
of equal size. 

BAY & BOW

BAY

BOW

AVAILABLE IN CLASSIC AND ENERGIMAX FRAME STYLES

ECO CHOICE 
Bay & Bow Windows

Open Up To Light 
And Space With 
Bay and Bow 
Windows.

CLASSIC



ECO CHOICE 
Bay & Bow Windows

Corner Drive System
Eco Choice Casement Windows are available with the advanced Roto 
Corner Drive Multi-Point Locking System. This system delivers superior 
locking ability and a tight seal for increased security and improved 
insulation in all weather conditions.

The Roto Corner Drive enhances window security and performance by:

• Connecting additional lock bars to add additional lock points along top 
  and hinge side of window.

• Providing an integrated lock point for consistent locking at the top corner of  
  the window, regardless of window height. This is typically the weakest area in 
  structural and air infiltration tests. The Roto Corner Drive allows for a snug fit 
  and tight seal for consistent and solid performance year-round.

• Provides integrated lock point positioned 3” from frame corner for superior 
  air/structural performance in smoother operation and reducing the  effort  
  required to open or close the window.

CLOSED OPEN

Innovative And Secure
Hardware Systems

Casement/Awning Handles

BLACK               

LOCK

Tilt & Turn Handles

Attraction Handles (Optional)

Slider/Hung Locks

OIL RUBBED BRONZE 

SATIN NICKEL

WHITE

WHITE BLACK               

WHITE BLACK               SILVER               
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SCAN FOR A
DEMONSTRATION 
VIDEO 



Window Grills
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Triple Pane Glass

Compared to double-pane units, triple-pane 
windows allow less heat to escape, have less 
condensation, and are more soundproof. 
Makes sense. But another benefit of triple pane 
windows over double is that the extra pane allows 
for the utilization of additional Low-E coatings.

Frosted Glass

Popular Colours

GRILL TYPES:

GRILL STYLES:

Do you have a special colour for the 
exterior of your windows? 

Eco Choice Windows can be custom painted to 
match virtually any colour allowing you to achieve 
a unique appearance for your home. 

DOUBLE PRAIRIE

COLONIAL SINGLE DIAMONDHANGING

5/16” PENCIL 3/4” GEORGIAN

5/8” FLAT 5/8” BOX

PRAIRIE

SIMULATED DIVIDED LITE
DELTA FROSTED PINHEAD

ACID ETCHED GLUE CHIP

DIAMOND BORDER



Low E Glass

LoE-180™
When the weather turns frigid, Cardinal LoE-180™ glass is the perfect cold 
remedy. It keeps homes warmer and more comfortable by blocking heat loss 
to the outside and letting the sun’s heat stream in. Cardinal LoE-180™ glass is 
designed for our Canadian climate; it offers the highest energy rating perfor-
mance versus other glass manufacturers.

Most advanced residential glass

LoE-272™
Cardinal LoE-272™ glass delivers year-round comfort in all types of weather. 
In summer, it rejects the sun’s heat and damaging UV rays. In winter, it reflects 
heat back into the room.

LoE-366™
Cardinal LoE 3-366® glass is the ultimate performance glass, delivering the ideal 
balance of solar control and high visibility. It provides the highest levels of year-
round comfort and energy savings.

Low Emissivity, or Low E, glass helps keep homes warmer in winter and 
cooler in the summer by increasing energy efficiency and reducing the 
transfer of heat or cold through the glass.

LoE-i89™
Introducing LoĒ-i89™, Cardinal new energy-saving 4th surface coated glass.
Rather than absorbing internal heat, LoĒ-i89™ reflects it back into the room,  
making your living space feel warmer and more comfortable.

Interior Trim Options
Maintenance-Free Vinyl Trim Options

Wood Trim Options

STEP BEVEL

CLASSIC

STEP BEVEL COLONIAL

Available in several styles in Pine, Oak and Poplar

CONTEMPORARY
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A lift and slide patio door is a type of sliding door that offers a 
smooth and effortless operation. It typically consists of large 
glass panels that slide horizontally to open and close. 

SCAN FOR A 
LIFT & SLIDE 
VIDEO 
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Lift and slide door 
features:

• All sash profiles are 
  reinforced with 
  galvanized steel

• All frame profiles are  
  reinforced with thermally   
  broken aluminum

• Glazing beads are 
  available  to 
  accommodate IG-sizes 
  from 3/4” to 1-1/2”

• Ideal in both residential  
  and  commercial 
  applications

• Available in 2-panel, 
  3-panel, and 4-panel 
  configurations

• 70mm front to back 
  multi-chambered sash 
  profiles

• Available in woodgrain 
  and coloured finishes 
  (laminated)

LIFT & SLIDE
PATIO DOORS

Available Door Configurations
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Choose from hundreds of styles, colours and textures 
from our Steel Door and Fiberglass Entry Door Systems.

Security, Style 
& Maintenance-Free 
Ownership. 

Eco Choice Patio & Entry Doors:

ENTRY DOORS

SCAN FOR DOOR 
INSTALLATION 
VIDEO 



SCA N  A ND  SEE  
F OR  YO URSEL F
–  our  Recent 
Ha ppy cl i ents .

07/2024 

PEOPLE SAY THE NICEST THINGS.

BLACKGREENBLUE

The Trusted Choice.

SCAN  AND  SEE  
FOR  YOURSELF
–  our  Recent 
Happy cl i ents .

I had several estimates but, Anthony 
who was the man that came out from 
Eco Choice to talk to me, really con-
vinced me. He was so knowledgeable. 
So helpful.  He told me all about the 
windows. He explained everything in 
great detail to me, which was great. 
Which was very helpful to me to make 
my decision. And I thought yes, this is 
the company that I want to go with.

SCAN  AND  SEE  
FOR  YOURSELF
–  our  R ecent 
Happy cl i ents .

So far so good. We had a great time 
with your gang. And they’re really 
good. Bogdan and his Team have been 
terrific. They were on time. They work 
hard. They stayed late to get the 
upstairs done for us, so we can get 
our life back to normal. So we really 
appreciated that they got the job 
done, and we are every happy. 
It has been excellent. 

We wanted the Tilt & Turn, we loved 
the quality of the product. We came 
across meeting Alan from Eco Choice. 
He had all the knowledge that could 
help us to achieve our goals. The Lift 
& Slide gave us the biggest bang for 
our buck – in a sense.  We have no 
obstructions. The whole experience 
was amazing. The communication was 
amazing. Everything. It’s like having a 
friend in our house.
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